VERITE dissemination planning
Questionnaire for the co-ordination of national dissemination activities
TO BE FIILED OUT BY ALL VERITE PARTNERS
VERITE ENLARGEMENT
1. Define up to 3 organizations in your region that would be potential
stakeholders for VERITE’s enlargement. Define the dissemination activities
that could take place in order to gradually connect them to the network.
2. Define one region (excluding the participating ones) that is potential add-on to
the VERITE network, with strong ties to the regional innovation system.
Define the dissemination activities that could take place that in order to be
invited or participate in current and future activities.
RAISING AWARENESS ABOUT VERITE THEMES
1. We would like to have a list of VERITE stakeholders in order to distribute the
brochures and other informative material. Therefore, please indicate at least
100 different addressees in the following format:
2. Title, Name. Institute, Position, Full Address,Te,l. Fax, E-mail
3. Do you have own web sites or access to web sites of other organisations
where the presentation of VERITE could be possible/of interest?
4. It aims to establish links from homepages of partners or target groups to a
project. You have to install a link to your own homepage (company or
organisation) to VERITE. Please name your own homepage:
5. Which other links could be established from you:
6. Are there specialist periodicals/journals in your country in which you
publish regularly and where information on VERITE would make sense?
7. Do you have any special personal contacts to journalists?
8. Do you already know about national conferences or other events that you
are going to attend within the next three years where it would be favorable to
present VERITE or submit papers on VERITE findings?
9. Are you member of or do you have contact to specific networks, work
groups or professional organisations/associations where information on
VERITE could be of interest or which could be used for our dissemination
purposes?
10. Please, name the co-ordinator, the web-site and your position within the
network, working group or organisation:
DISSEMINATING VERITE OUTCOMES
1. Define target groups for VERITE outcomes and related them with
dissemination activities in relation to workshops/conference (break it down to
before and after activities).
2. Organize local events with a limited number (up to 5) percipients that will act
as potential agents for transfer of knowledge about the IMTs introduced by
VERITE.
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